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Month Overview : 

This unit evolved in December by creating a more concrete response to
the knowledge acquired about the different histories of ideas that the
local and islamic artists expressed in the region. The student managed to
connect her understanding of geometric drawings, patterns and motifs
as well as the use of the Arabic letter in a contemporary approach and
realize a personal outcome, formatively that led the way towards the
summative assessment process.

Activities and Tasks Overview:

Formatively we did different technical exprementations, applying
watercolor and oil pastel techniques, exploring water and oil resistance
to create dynamic motifs. Some artistic experimentation and findings
shifted the artistic plan into some collage experimentation mimicking
stained glass used in oriental architecture. Furthermore, and while
preparing the process journal for the final product of this unit, a
comparative study was conducted showing influences of the acquired
knowledge in the student’s personal mind map. The explorations led to a
3 piece mini-exhibit as the student will experience the opportunity to
reflect a personalized sense of aesthetics, hence the unit’s title “think
like an artist”.  Planning, taking effective notes as well as learning to
become more preserverent are all assets artists experience in the
profession, therefore the student was put in similar conditions.

Assessment Overview:

The student implemented all four criteria throughout a cycle of
continuous investigations that led into an artistic response that is true
to the student and presents a true artistic identity just like artists do and
acquire over the years. A final presentation was conducted, so that the
student would be able to communicate the ideas for an audience.











Month Overview:

This unit focuses on  filmmaking elements and acting for (film). The last
two months, we focused on types of cinematic shots, angles and
auditions basics.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

We started a presentation about filmmaking and acting for film.
Students researched in every class about what they learned for camera
shots types and styles. They were assigned to start taking pictures by
themselves related to what they have learned.

Assessment Overview:

The summative assessment was about cinematic shots and camera
angles. Also, the use of eerie shot size and the meaning of using specific
framing types.







Month Overview :

Students discovered types of holidays, what activities we can do in each
place. They discovered new places and what are the effects of tourism on
some places.



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 3) :

Students had “Pulse Meters” to express their feelings. Students
researched activities we do in mountains, on the beach and in villages.
They also researched places where we can sleep during our holidays.
They had dialogues and videos in a hotel to reserve a room. They
discovered places in France to visit. They shared their own ideas about
holidays on a Google Docs. They learned how to write a postcard and
wrote one. They learnt how to conjugate past tense in French “Le passé
composé” with videos, powerpoints and worksheets. They discovered a
historical personality that was “inquirer” and searched for another one.
They observed and analysed some photos  about some tourist
destinations and read a text about considering tourism as a disaster for
some places. All lessons had presentations, videos and games to
implement what we took and they were posted as resources on
Managebac and Google Classroom.

Assessment Overview (Phase 3) :

Students had a summative assessment in Criterion D (Writing) in
December. Also, they had Criterion A (Listening) on the 7th of January.

Service as action (Phase 3) : 

Students did their “service as action” for the previous unit on how to
reduce consumption. As a service as action for this unit, students wrote
some advice to tourists when they visit a place. They talked about the
danger of tourism on nature and on the people living in that place.  They
also did reflection on this service.



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 2) : 

Learners started with a new unit “Are you curious ?” they analyzed the
statement of inquiry along with the Key and Related Concepts. Then,
learners started to discover the places where they can spend their
vacations and did research about the activities that they can do in each
place. In addition to that, learners discovered the different types of
vacations and shared their thoughts about where they would prefer to
spend their vacation and what types of activities they will be willing to
do. 

Assessment Overview (Phase 2) : 

Students had a summative assessment in Criterion D (Writing) in
December. Also, they had Criterion A (Listening) on the 7th of January.

Service as Action (Phase 2) : 

Learners did their service as action to help their community reduce
consumption.

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 1) : 

In the past two months, learners practiced a lot of reading in order to
improve their pronunciation and understand new vocabulary. Learners
talked about their favorite food after learning new vocabulary.
Regarding grammar topics we finished the present tense with the 1st,
2nd and 3rd groups of verbs and we started talking about the past tense. 

Assessment Overview (Phase 1) : 

Learners had three summative assessments covering criteria A
(Listening), C (Speaking) & D (Writing).







Month Overview :

In the last two months, we finished everything related to the second
unit. In this unit, we focused on solving linear equations with two
variables by graphing, substitution and elimination. Students will be able
to use inequalities to find the region represented by them that will help
in some decisions and motivations.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students solved more questions about linear equations with one
variable. Then, they learned how to solve equations with two variables
by graphing, substitution and elimination. After that, they were revised
by inequities and how to solve and represent the answers on the number
line and on graphs (by shading the region to represent the inequalities).
Students are experts in using the desmos application to graph the
equations then to get the solution from there - ATL (Organise and depict
information logically). Students solved some problems in context where
they can apply the ATL Transfer skills (Apply skills and knowledge in
unfamiliar situations).

Assessment Overview :

Formative assessment in Criteria B (Investigating), C (Communicating)
and D (Applying Mathematics in Real Life Contexts) were practised
during the classes as either homework or classwork. Students had
summative assessment in  Criterion A (Knowing and Understanding) for
the whole material that had been covered (unit 3 and 4).



Month Overview : 

This unit focuses on the kickboxing events. Students learned the rules and
history of the game. They learned that taking the right movement may change
the energy of the creation.

Activities and Tasks Overview : 

Students went through the unit overview and statement of inquiry and answered
in groups the inquiry questions. Students watched a video on the kickboxing
routines and they learned the types of moves. Students researched the rules of
the game and they started working on powerpoint slides talking about
kickboxing history and rules. Students worked on making a plan to make a
workout of kickboxing routines that contains all the moves.

Assessment Overview : 

Summative Assessment in Criterion A, students made a powerpoint presentation
talking about the basic rules and history of the kickboxing. Summative
Assessment in Criterion B, students created a plan that contains all the moves
they have created to perform it in their kickboxing movement routine.
Summative Assessment in Criterion D, students reflected on how their choices of
movement helped them to have more energy while performing their routine.







Month Overview :

Our sense of sight is integral in our everyday lives. Our eyes help us see
things. Life without being able to see with your eyes is difficult and
mundane tasks can become hard. This chapter focuses on how sight
works, what problems people could develop in their vision, to what
amount does the development of a society influence sight impairment,
and what is being done on a global scale to aid with sight impairment.









A Complete Guide to Goal Setting. Setting SMART Goals - How To
Properly Set a Goal (animated) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XpKvs-apvOs) 
Through the sessions students were introduced to other motivating
videos (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCRSVRD2EAk) 
Michelle Obama's Best Advice For Students | How To Succeed In Life
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxW5D5VPg_0) 
Students are more familiar now of how the process journal should
look, as students discussed different ways how they can be creative
in documenting their work.

Personal Project Overview :

We went through different motivational videos to help students set up
clear and SMART goals for their personal projects:


